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Welcome to the Religious Exploration (RE) Ministry at the Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Salem.  

We hope all families who walk through our doors will find our congregation to be a place where they are 

nurtured spiritually, intellectually and emotionally so they may then reach out to help others as well.   

 

Our Sunday morning programs for youth and children are organized and administrated by paid 

professional staff, but volunteers from within our Unitarian Universalist congregation are the ones who 

make our ministry happen.  Our volunteers teach, mentor, chaperone social activities and offer their 

numerous talents in many wonderful ways.  To ensure that all adults, children and youth are safe in our 

religious exploration ministry, the religious exploration staff complete background checks and offer 

training to our volunteers who interact regularly with the children and youth in our ministry.  We do our 

best to make sure that two adult volunteers are present in all religious exploration classes on Sunday 

mornings and that everyone follows practices that allow for a safe and respectful environment.  If you 

have questions about our practices, please do not hesitate to talk to the Assistant Minister. 

     

If you should choose to enroll your child(ren) in our religious exploration programming, and fill out our 

registration form we hope you will agree to accept the following responsibilities: 

Encourage regular attendance in our Sunday morning program.  We realize that there are occasions 

when families are unable to be at UUCS, but please attend as consistently as possible.  Our experience is 

that children and youth feel greater ease, participate more readily and can build deeper community 

when they do so. 

Make a financial contribution to the annual stewardship campaign.  In most cases we do not charge any 

fees, rather we rely on your heartfelt pledge that provides funds to the Religious Education Committee 

operating budget.  All gifts, no matter what size, are welcome. 

Support the Religious Exploration Family Covenant.  We ask that you review the covenant below with 

your family.  We hope it will help you to know about the promises we make for how we will be together 

in this community. 

Volunteer to help with the program—there are many opportunities.  You are welcome to volunteer at 

any time in any area, but you will not be asked to teach until you have participated in a UU congregation 

for one year.  

Stay on the UUCS premises while your child(ren) under the age of fourteen are attending church school 

or inform RE Staff that you are designating another adult to be responsible for your child(ren) in your 

absence.  Be sure to pick up your child(ren) under 6
th

 grade from church school after the service so our 

teaching volunteers know their students will be safe and supervised when church school ends. 

Keep the RE Staff and appropriate RE volunteers informed of any allergies or medical conditions that 

your child(ren) may have, and update home and parental information regularly on our registration form. 

 



OUR FAMILY COVENANT 

As part of a religious community the promises we make to each other about how we will treat each 

other and what we will do to create a safe and sacred space is called a covenant.  Our covenant is based 

on the Principles of the Unitarian Universalist Association. 

PRINCIPLE ONE:  WE BELIEVE THAT EACH AND EVERY PERSON IS IMPORTANT.  Everyone deserves to be 

treated with respect, to have a chance to share, to be heard and be included in the day’s activities at 

church.     

PRINCIPLE TWO:  WE BELIEVE ALL PEOPLE SHOULD BE TREATED FAIRLY AND KINDLY.  Everyone – no 

matter their age or sex, race, family, abilities, or differences is welcome.  It means we take turns, share, 

and leave something for the next person.  We speak up and get help when we see someone being 

treated unfairly or unkindly. 

PRINCIPLE THREE:  WE BELIEVE THAT WE SHOULD ACCEPT ONE ANOTHER AND KEEP ON LEARNING 

TOGETHER.  This means we need to listen to each other, to participate in group activities to the best of 

our abilities, to help someone who is new or struggling, and to share what we are thinking or feeling.   

PRINCIPLE FOUR:  WE BELIEVE THAT EACH PERSON MUST BE FREE TO SEARCH FOR WHAT IS TRUE AND 

RIGHT IN LIFE.  Everyone is encouraged to share their own thoughts and feelings.  It means listening to 

others and asking questions to discover what is true and right for ourselves.  It means that we will let 

other people do the same without judging or making fun.   

PRINCIPLE FIVE:  WE BELIEVE THAT ALL PERSONS SHOULD HAVE THE RIGHT TO SPEAK OUT AND HAVE A 

VOTE ABOUT WHAT CONCERNS THEM.  Everyone may share their thoughts and feelings about what 

happens at our congregation, and offer their ideas for new or better ways of doing things.  It means all 

of us, young and old, need to listen to one another, ask for suggestions and advice and work together to 

make our congregation a safe and special place. 

PRINCIPLE SIX:  WE BELIEVE IN WORKING FOR A PEACEFUL, FAIR AND FREE WORLD.  This means we 

settle our disagreements in honest, caring, peaceful ways.  We use our words, not our hands.  We 

participate in congregation social action projects to help others.  We ask for help when we need it. 

PRINCIPLE SEVEN:  WE BELIEVE IN CARING FOR OUR PLANET EARTH, THE HOME WE SHARE WITH ALL 

LIVING THINGS.  This means that we clean up our messes, don’t waste food or supplies, and recycle 

whenever we can.  It means we are gentle with our church, plants and animals.     

RESPONSIBILITIES.  We all make mistakes at times or fail to live up to the promises we have made to one 

another.  At those times we will lovingly remind each other of our better selves, get the help we may 

need from someone we trust, and listen to one another.  It may be helpful to apologize and make 

amends for what we have done.  Despite these human shortfalls, we do believe that we all are behaving 

with good intentions to make our UU community the best it can be and we will be in relationship with 

one another accordingly.  

*Modified from A Covenant for the Cooperative Church School of the UU Society of Wellesley Hills     


